
SYMPTOM DIAGNOSIS PRESCRIPTION
1) Turn machine off.

2) Close Silhouette Studio software.

3) Go to computer's Start menu.

4) Go to Control Panel>Hardware and Sound>View Devices and Printers.

5) Look for any printer drivers grayed out OR printers no longer actually owned and not 

hooked up to computer.

6) Right-click on one of printer drivers in question and go to Printer Properties option.

7) In panel that comes up, go to Ports tab.

8) Locate port type File and check this box.

9) Click Apply .

10) Repeat for all applicable printer drivers.

This will tell older unit's driver (for printer no longer present) to quit trying to take up USB 

connection and stop it from confusing machine.

AutoBlade not adjusting Incorrect blade selection In Send area Tool selection, ensure AutoBlade is chosen for left tool holder.

Blade not loaded correctly Ensure collar of blade is resting fully down on blade holder, especially after locking.

Used in wrong machine or holder AutoBlade works only in Cameo 3 or Portrait 2 machines, and only in left holder.

Blade is malfunctioning Test to see if machine is adjusting blade. Replace blade as needed.

Raster image (no cut lines) Perform a trace or draw shapes to create cut commands (vectors).

Cut lines not turned on Turn on cut lines in Send area.

Images not on page Ensure page size is set correctly for material and images are on defined page area.

Blade housing moved prior to cut 

and not returned to origin

Return blade housing to upper left before beginning cut job.

Check for Ready status before starting cut job. Only Send  starts actual cut job 

immediately, not Send to Queue  or Resume  or Start Cutting .

When pausing job on machine, resume or cancel it, then clear out job in Send area.

If you had to turn machine off during cut, clear out job in Send area.

To start job that’s in queue, click Start Cutting  or Resume.

Blade starts tapping 

when machine turned on 

before job sent to cut 

(typcially Windows 

computer)

Ghost job -- printer or other USB 

device interference
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Note: This chart is based on version 4.2.278 of the Silhouette Studio software. Some information may not apply to other versions. All steps are listed in order of most to least likely.

Cutting never starts

Incomplete prior jobs in queue
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Wrong loading method (Cameo 1 

or 2, Portrait 1, SD, Original 

QuicKutz)

When using mat, use Load Mat .

Wrong mat selection (Cameo 3, 

Portrait 2)

Check Page Setup panel to ensure proper mat is selected.

Wrong loading method (Cameo 1 

or 2, Portrait 1, SD, Original 

QuicKutz)

When bypassing mat, use Load Media.

Wrong mat selection (Cameo 3, 

Portrait 2)

Check Page Setup panel to ensure None  is selected.

1) Close job out with x in Send area.

2) Clear out leftover info: turn machine off, unplug all cords, including from machine and 

wall. 

3) Replug and turn machine on.

4) Start new file. Draw square. Remove blade. Send file to cut. 

5) Copy original designs to new file. Cut again as normal.

Incomplete prior jobs in queue SEE ABOVE.

Check Send area in software and machine screen to make sure jobs are cleared out before 

starting new job.

To avoid needing to unload, remove the blade or tool and resume cut. 

Blade housing moved for test cut 

and not returned to origin

Return blade housing to upper left before beginning cut job.

HTV: mirror design maually instead of via prompt in Send area.

Embossing on Curio: find a way to remind yourself.

Firmware update needed Check firmware version and update as needed.

USB cord issues Test with different cord.

Incorrect page setup Always check when starting a new file and before sending job to cut.

Incorrect arrow orientation Keep an eye on orientation arrow, particulary when bypassing mat.

Wrong guideline used in loading Use correct guideline. Cameo: left edge of mat or material goes on shortest or blue line. 

Portrait: use farthest left short line with mat or 9" wide material; adjust as needed if using 

materials with less width in other countries.

Mat loaded sideways Load top or bottom edge only into machine, not side edge.

Machine starts cutting in 

top margin of mat

Cut starts too far down 

when cutting without 

mat

Cut starts in wrong area 

of mat or material

Leftover commands in machine 

after being turned off during 

previous job

Canceled job

Page mirrored
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Bluetooth issue (Cameo 3, 

Portrait 2)

Try cutting with direct USB connection or from USB stick.

Firmware update needed Check firmware version and update as needed.

Keep registration marks at the default size and location. 

Ensure no printing is in gray hash marked area.

Check print out to see if marks are straight and in correct spot.

Check troubleshooting list on website.

Perform calibration only if marks are off by tiny amount.

Cut only portions at a time, leaving mat/material loaded between cut jobs.

Decrease complexity of image.

Use compound paths when possible.

Be patient :)

Lots of text Return to Design area during cut rather than remaining in Send area.

Too many files open Keep the number of open files to a minimum, particularly with filled shapes or photos.

Remove excess designs.

Move to a new file only pieces to be cut on single pass through machine.

Use slower cutting speed to reduce speed of data stream to machine.

Go into Preferences>Advanced>Packet Size and lower to 500 bytes.

Original USB cord not in use Use USB cord supplied with machine.

USB cord not connected directly Connect USB cord directly from machine to computer (without USB hub, extension cord, 

through monitor or keyboard port, etc.).

1) Turn machine off.

2) Slide blade housing mechanism to middle of roller bar.

3) Check for and remove any remaining packaging tape.

Ensure fin on ratchet blade is facing forward.

Ensure motor box top is aligned and fully on.

1) Turn machine off.

2) Remove blade.

3) Push down blade holder (as though blade was being lowered during cutting process)

4) As blade is being pushed down, spray small amount of silicone spray (such as WD40) or 

graphite spray into exposed portion of blade holder mechanism that goes up and down.

Image size or complexityCutting goes very slowly 

or pauses for long periods

Packing tape not removed

Cut starts correctly, then 

cuts oddly or in wrong 

area of mat or material

Registration mark reading issue

Cut settings in use

Excess images outside cut area

Mechanism getting stuck

Blade does not lift or 

lower during cutting 

process
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Lower settings -- blade number, force, speed.

Use Line Segment Overcut.

Use riding on cardstock method to load.

Store vinyl and HTV rolled loosely. Counter-roll materials to flatten out (relax curl) before 

loading. Or unroll and allow to relax overnight before loading.

Cover crosscutter groove with painter's tape or washi tape.

Store vinyl and HTV rolled loosely with cutting side on outside. 

Counter-roll materials to flatten out (relax curl) before loading. Or unroll and allow to relax 

overnight before loading. 

After loading, roll material through so that it’s beyond all mechanisms.

Use painters tape or washi tape to hold material at corners of mat (temporary measure).

If mat is no longer sticky, material will lift and catch on bars or motor band. Clean, resticky 

or replace mat.

Material too thick for machine Only cut material that is the correct thickness for your machine.

Curio base snaps not closed Ensure snaps are locked before loading platform. Replace when they no longer close fully.

1) Turn machine off.

2) Slide blade housing mechanism to middle of roller bar.

3) Look inside machine, particularly at motor box and around ends of roller bar motor box 

runs on.

1) Turn machine off.

2) Move motor box all the way to left and right several times.

3) Turn machine on and motor box should move back to left if not already there.

4) Test by pretending to load mat, taking blade out and sending simple shape to cut. 

Material too thick for machine Only cut material that is the correct thickness for your machine.

Packing tape or foam not 

removed

SEE ABOVE.

1) Turn machine off.

2) Place paper towel under bar if desired (to catch any drops of oil that may drip).

3) Place 2-3 small drops of household lubricant such as WD-40 along bar.

4) Move black motor box all the way to left and right several times to distribute oil.

5) Let sit 10-30 minutes.

6) Turn machine on and motor box should move back to left if not already there.

Clacking noise Blade not loaded correctly Ensure blade is in machine, sitting fully down on blade holder with lock lever fully engaged.

Chattering or stuttering 

noise

Material catching on silver roller 

or flat bars or motor box band

Mat not holding material or cut 

pieces

Blade getting caught in mat

Material catching in groove on 

platform when bypassing mat

Packing tape or foam not 

removed

Roller bar needs lubrication

Grinding noise Motor off track
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Use painters tape or washi tape to hold material at corners of mat (temporary measure).

Clean, resticky or replace mat.

Material not adhering fully to 

mat

Use scraper tool or old gift card to firmly push material onto mat before loading.

Material too strong for regular 

mat

Test with Strong Hold Mat.

Settings adjustment needed Turn on Line Segment Overcut and move up one notch to 0.1 on both starting and ending 

extensions. Lower speed, force and possibly blade number (in that order).

Use Cut Edge or Auto-weld when possible.

1) Make copy of text box for later reference of font and for editing text.

2) Select text and weld.

3) If parts of letters are not welded (such as top of a lowercase "i"), group together.

Use a slight offset to make pieces wider.

Make extras of things like tops of letter "i."

Test with newer roll of vinyl.

Test with different brand.

Blade is old Replace blade.

1) For Cameo mat, place right white roller in furthest groove to right.

2) For 12" wide material, place right white roller is second groove from right.

3) For Portrait or stamp mat, place right white roller in third groove from right.

4) For 9" wide material, place right white roller in left-most groove.

Make sure roller clicks into groove.

On Cameo 3, ensure roller is relocked.

Do not attempt to cut with roller in location other than 4 grooves.

Lock roller bar before loading.

Use "riding on cardstock" method for loading when bypassing mat.

After loading, look behind roller bar at material and cutting strip to ensure they are 

parallel.

Material leading edge not 

straight when bypassing mat

Don't assume material is good 90° perpendicular to side. Use paper trimmer.

Grip mat from bottom and butt up against white rollers with even pressure. After loading, 

look behind roller bar at mat in relation to cutting strip to ensure they are parallel.

Lock roller bar before  loading.

Design or font has tiny or thin 

parts

Vinyl is old or poor quality

Cut Edge, Auto-weld or welding 

not used on overlapping designs 

or words

Vinyl lifting from backing 

paper

Material or cut pieces 

lifting from mat during 

cut

Older mat not holding material 

sufficiently

Mat loaded crooked (rollers not 

gripping at same time)

Movable right roller not fully set 

into groove (Cameo only)

Material loaded crooked when 

bypassing mat (rollers not 

gripping at same time)

Movable right roller not set at 

correct location (Cameo only)

Mat or material comes 

out from under rollers 

during cutting

(continued on next page)
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When using mat, select Load Cut(ting) Mat .

When bypassing mat, select Load Media.

Wrong guideline used in loading SEE ABOVE.

Mat loaded sideways Only top or bottom of mat loads into machine first, not sides.

Wrong orientation arrow used 

when loading

Ensure that direction of loading matches what is shown on Design area of software (check 

arrow direction).

Only use material that is correct width for machine.

When cutting without mat, make sure you have enough material for lower margin. 

Use Show Cut Border in the Page Setup panel.

Page setup is wrong (Cameo 3, 

Portrait 2)

Select "None" on cutting mat when bypassing mat.

Know limits of machine. 

If attempting to cut over 10 feet, try buying 15″ wide material and cutting down to 13″. 

Read my series “Cutting Without the Mat Without Losing Your Mind.”

Use only Silhouette brand mat.   

If left roller no longer grips, wind black electrical tape around it to thicken it. 

Use the correct width of material for your machine.

Can try one that is slightly wider. Make sure machine can accommodate extra width, 

taking into account that material shifts slightly while cutting.

Store vinyl and HTV flat or rolled loosely on large roll.

Use "riding on cardstock" method to load materials without mat. 

Roll material past mechanisms before beginning to cut.

Cover crosscutter groove with painter's tape.

Use heavy starch or iron-on interfacing to stiffen fabric.

Use Strong Tack mat.

Firmware update needed SEE ABOVE.

Packing tape not removed SEE ABOVE.

Excessive amount of Auto-Saved 

Files (Recovered Documents)

Routinely check the Recovered Documents panel and discard unneeded files.

Remove excess designs.

Move to a new file only pieces to be cut on single pass through machine.

Too many cut jobs in queue Keep the cut job queue from getting overloaded, especially if the files are complex.

Too many files open Limit open files, especially with fill patterns or raster images or low computer memory.

Material bunches 

between mechanisms 

when cutting without the 

mat

Material isn't feeding correctly

Machine does not 

complete cut job but says 

it has

(continued on next page)

No stabilizer usedFabric bunches up

Excessive amount of images off 

mat in Design area

Material is wrong size

Wrong loading method (Cameo 1 

or 2, Portrait 1, SD, Original 

QuicKutz)

Cutting over 10 feet in length

Non Silhouette brand mat used

Material bunches on 

sides when cutting 

without mat

Material is wrong width

Mat or material comes 

out from under rollers 

during cutting 

(continued)
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Babysit computer during entire cut. 

If you suspect you may have paused too long, take blade out before resuming cut in order 

to avoid ruining material. Then, without unloading, cut again.

Packet size set too high In Preferences>Advanced, lower Packet Size to 500 bytes.

Plug USB cord directly into computer rather than running through USB hub, monitor, etc. 

If cutting with Bluetooth, test with USB cord.

Select Unload multiple times on current job. 

For future jobs, in Send area, under Advanced>Feed Options, select Return to Origin.

Motor box moved down for test 

cut and not returned to origin

Reset motor box to origin before starting cut job.

Motor box moved sideways for 

test cut and not returned to 

origin

Reset motor box to origin before starting cut job.

After canceled job, unload material to get motor box back to starting spot.

To salvage some of material and cut in same spot, don’t unload. Remove blade and 

continue cut job. Only possible if material has not come out from under rollers.

Firmware update needed SEE ABOVE.

Babysit computer during entire cut. 

If you suspect you may have paused too long, take blade out before resuming cut in order 

to avoid ruining material. Then, without unloading, cut again.

Packet size set too high In Preferences>Advanced, lower Packet Size to 500 bytes.

Plug USB cord directly into computer rather than running through USB hub, monitor, etc. 

If cutting with Bluetooth, test with USB cord.

Update to latest software version.

Try different font.

If you MUST use font, choose Blade instead as tool. Just realize sketch quality is poor.

Excessive amount of Auto-Saved 

Files (Recovered Documents)

Routinely check the Recovered Documents panel and discard unneeded files.

Remove excess designs.

Move to a new file only pieces to be cut on single pass through machine.

Too many cut jobs in queue SEE ABOVE.

Too many files open Limit number of open files, especially if they contain fill patterns or raster images or if 

computer has low memory.

Packing tape not removed SEE ABOVE.

Feed  selected in Feed Options

Machine does not 

complete cut job but says 

it has (continued)

Blade housing does not 

return to origin

Canceled job

Computer going to sleep or cut 

job paused too long

Poor USB connection or cutting 

via Bluetooth

Excessive amount of images off 

mat in Design area

Diagonal line cut or 

drawn back to origin 

point

Sketch pen chosen with 

problematic font

Computer going to sleep or cut 

job paused too long

Indirect USB connection or 

cutting via Bluetooth

Mat or material doesn't 

roll back to starting point 

at end of cut
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For Silhouette brand pen holder, be sure to keep cap on while screwing in collet.

For tools from other manufacturers, read their tips and test on material of same thickness 

before working on good material. Slide popsicle stick under blade carriage and insert tool 

until it just touches  stick. Do this also with older style Silhouette pen holders.

Use thinner material.

1) Fill each piece of design with different color.
2) Add small squares just outside each design and fill each with different color).

3) Cut by fill color and arrange cut order so that machine will cut square, design next to it, 

another square, another design, etc. End with square.

4) Add pause between each color fill row in order.

5) Keep blade out. After machine “air cuts” first square, insert blade and resume cutting. 

6) When it finishes first design and pauses, take blade out and resume cutting.

7) Continue through all list.

It may still drag on internal areas of design.

Ensure material is fully adhered to mat

Move upper left corner of material away from  upper left corner of mat.

If working on envelopess, hold down sides and temporarily close flap with washi tape. Or, 

lift flap up and flip design as necessary.

Bend HTV where cut is supposed to be to see cut lines. 

Dark colors: rub chalk, baby powder or similar material on back. 

Light colors: use sketch pen to draw lines prior to cutting. Don’t unload in between. 

Weed in good lighting.

Use light box to light material from underneath.

Blade is clogged with debris Clean out blade.

Ensure fin is facing forward (ratchet blade) or in slot (AutoBlade). 

Ensure blade collar is resting fully down on blade holder.

Twisting lock lever: should be pointing to 2 and 8 on clock. Make sure it’s not on upside 

down. 

Sliding lock lever: make sure you can see blue dot through hole. 

Blade cap issue Ensure that the blade cap is on, is on straight, and is on tightly.

Use USB cord supplied with machine.

Connect USB cord directly from machine to computer. 

Remove all packing tape, looking particularly on motor box and at sides of machine. 

See ABOVE if mechanism is getting stuck.

Cut or pen lines in areas 

where tool is moving to 

next cut line

Tool or pen too far down in 

holder

Material is too thick

Mat or backing not holding 

material

Blade not loaded correctly

Heat transfer material in use (cut 

lines inherently difficult to see on 

HTV)

Machine goes through all 

motions of cutting, but 

no cut lines visible on 

material

Blade not locked in correctly

Blade not lowering/lifting
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Reduce speed. 

Increase force and/or blade number, realizing you may need to decrease other.

Only use material that is correct thickness for machine. 

If material is dense, increase force and/or passes.

Blade is not loaded correctly See ABOVE.

Blade is not locked in correctly See ABOVE.

Blade is clogged with debris See ABOVE.

Blade cap issue See ABOVE.

Blade is old Replace blade.

Settings too high Lower settings -- blade number, force, speed (in that order).

Material shifting during cutting 

due to non-sticky mat

Clean, resticky or replace the mat.

Curio base snaps not closed Ensure snaps are locked before loading platform. Replace when they no longer close fully.

Replace mat.

Always cut with rollers in correct location.

Pull machine away from wall.

Ensure nothing is behind machine.

Ensure mat or material is resting fully on table in front of machine. 

On Cameo 3 or Curio, ensure stabilizers are extended.

When cutting long pieces without mat: 

1) Draw small square just below bottom of last image.

2) Take blade out of machine. 

3) "Cut" just that square to see if material will stay under rollers throughout cut.

4) If it does, delete square, replace blade, do NOT unload and send project to cut. 

Always use Show Cut Border in Page Setup panel and keep designs within border. 

When possible, keep vinyl or HTV on roll as you cut rather than cutting off amount you 

need. If you do have to cut it off, give yourself an extra 1/2" of  length just to make sure. 

Read my series Cutting Without the Mat Without Losing Your Mind  for more tips.

Material catching in crosscutter Cover crosscutter groove with painter's tape.

Don't assume text box size = cut letter size. 

Use something else for reference: grid, guidelines, reveal cutting mat, rectangle, ungroup 

or convert to path (makes text uneditable)

Settings too high Lower settings -- speed, blade number, force.

Curio base snaps not closed Ensure snaps are locked before loading platform. Replace when they no longer close fully.

Longer cutting mat/material 

and/or heavy material in

Material is coming out from 

under the rollers when bypassing 

mat

Misunderstanding of Text sizing

Incorrect blade settings

Material is too thick or dense

Side edges of older mat curling 

up and catching motor box 

Not enough clearance behind 

machine while cutting

Cut is misaligned (starting 

and ending points don't 

meet up or designs are 

cut on top of one 

another)

Cut is visible, but material 

not fully cut through 

(same throughout all 

project)

Cut size of design doesn't 

match size in software

(continued on next page)
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Distance Adjustment off (rare) Perform Distance Calibration test and adjust as needed.

Check my troubleshooting list on website when doing Print and Cut project.

Check your camera calibration on a PixScan project.

Pen in use Test with blade instead of pen.

Tool separation off (rare) Perform Tool Separation test and adjust as needed.

Use Line Segment Overcut at 0.1 for both.

Lower settings for speed, blade number and/or force. 

Blade is clogged with debris See ABOVE.

Blade cap issue See ABOVE.

Be realistic with size and intricacy of designs based on material. 

Use offsets when possible to thicken designs with thin sections.

Lower settings.

Test with different material.

Older mat   Replace mat.

Blade is chipped Inspect blade for nicks or chips. If found, replace blade.

Blade is old Replace blade.

Clean out blade.

Press tip of blade on stack of paper to ensure it rotates freely. If it does not, replace blade. 

Ensure fin is facing forward (ratchet blade) or is in slot (AutoBlade).

Alternate putting mat in from bottom edge and top edge (but not sideways). 

If cutting same design repeatedly, shift it slightly and/or rotate 90° with each cut.

Replace mat.

Design outside of usable area on 

Portrait mat

Check Show Cut Border in Page Setup panel.

Deep grooves/gouges in cutting 

strip (usually when cutting often 

w/out mat)

Inspect cutting strip for deep grooves or gouges. Replace as needed.

If you notice areas in material with bumps/wrinkles, flatten out before cutting. On vinyl, 

usesqueegee to move bubbles toward edge.

On Cameo 3, put movable inner rollers over bump area to try to keep it flatter there. 

Cut on good cutting mat that can help hold it down. 

Store vinyl flat or rolled loosely on large roll instead of tightly or on small roll.

Try different brand or newer piece of material.

Registration mark reading error

Portion of design is 

uncut: always in same 

area of design

Something is binding blade

Portion of design is 

uncut: always in same 

area of mat

Grooves in mat

Left and right tool holders 

not cutting/sketching in 

same spot

Settings issue

Design too small or thin

Poor quality material

Material is ripping, 

tearing or pulling

Cut size of design doesn't 

match size in software 

(continued)

Material that isn't flat

Portion of design is 

uncut: always in same 

spot side to side
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Blade not fully loaded/locked See ABOVE.

Stick with Silhouette brand tools, or use extreme caution with other brands. 

If tool is too loose in holder, wrap electrical tape around it to make its circumference 

larger.

Portion of design is 

uncut: bottom or side of 

page  when bypassing 

mat

Project does not have adequate 

margins

Select None on Cutting Mat and check Show Cut Border in Page Setup panel. Fit designs 

within red border.

Cut on least textured side of material, mirroring design if necessary.

 Use 2 passes.

Older mat Replace mat.

Older blade Replace blade.

Use sharp blade.

Use separate blades for fabric and paper.

Use 2 passes.

Increase force 2-3 at a time. If this doesn't solve the issue, increase the blade number (but 

you may need to decrease force again).

If increasing the force or blade number doesn't help, particularly if material begins ripping 

or pulling, try lowering them (force first). Edges of cuts may be getting pushed into 

backing.

Always use Line Segment Overcut on vinyl or HTV. 

Test with better brand or newer piece. 

Use reverse weeding on vinyl.

Increase the size of the design or use offsets when possible. 

Use reverse weeding on vinyl. 

Weed HTV on warm surface.

Be patient.

Un-sticky new mat by patting it on t-shirt or jeans. 

Use Light Hold Mat or an older mat with less sticky for delicate materials.

Quality of material Test with different material.

Material curls when 

removed from mat

Thin material in use Flip mat over and pull mat off material instead of material off mat.

Completed project won't 

release from mat

Stickiness of mat

Not all threads cut on 

fabric

Nature of cutting fabric

Settings issue

Material quality

Vinyl or HTV is difficult to 

weed

Size of design

Aftermarket tools used

Portion of design is 

uncut: always in line with 

white rollers

Textured materialPortion of design is 

uncut: no discernable 

pattern
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